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One of the steps of a common pathway for biological energy
conversion involves electron transfer between cytochrome c and
cytochrome bc1. To clarify the mechanism of this reaction, we
examined the structural association of those two proteins using
the electron transfer-independent electron paramagnetic reso-
nance (EPR) techniques. Drawing on the differences in the con-
tinuous wave EPR spectra and saturation recoveries of spin-la-
beled bacterial and mitochondrial cytochromes c recorded in
the absence and presence of bacterial cytochrome bc1, we have
exposed a time scale of dynamic equilibriumbetween the bound
and the free state of cytochrome c at various ionic strengths.Our
data show a successive decrease of the bound cytochrome c frac-
tion as the ionic strength increases, with a limit of �120 mM

NaCl above which essentially no bound cytochrome c can be
detected by EPR. This limit does not apply to all of the interac-
tions of cytochrome c with cytochrome bc1 because the cyto-
chrome bc1 enzymatic activity remained high over amuchwider
range of ionic strengths. We concluded that EPR monitors just
the tightly bound state of the association and that an averaged
lifetime of this state decreases from over 100 �s at low ionic
strength to less than 400 ns at an ionic strength above 120 mM.
This suggests that at physiological ionic strength, the tightly
bound complex on average lasts less than the time needed for a
single electron exchangebetweenhemes c and c1, indicating that
productive electron transfer requires several collisions of the
twomolecules. This is consistent with an early idea of diffusion-
coupled reactions that link the soluble electron carriers with the
membranous complexes, which, we believe, provides a robust
means of regulating electron flow through these complexes.

In biological energy conversion, the integrity of electron flow
through the chains of redox cofactors is secured by the interac-
tions between large membrane-embedded enzymatic com-

plexes and small diffusible electron carriers (1). These diffusible
carriers shuttle the electrons between the complexes. In mito-
chondria, cytochrome c connects cytochrome bc1 (complex III)
with cytochrome aa3 oxidase (complex IV) (2, 3); in chloro-
plasts, plastocyanin connects cytochrome b6fwith photosystem
I (4, 5); and in purple bacteria, cytochrome c2 connects cyto-
chrome bc1 with the photosynthetic reaction center (6). Often,
one chain contains multiple electron carriers with overlapping
functions and properties. For example, cytochrome c6 can
replace plastocyanin (7), high potential iron-sulfur protein can
replace various types of bacterial cytochromes c (6, 8), and
membrane-attached cytochrome cy can fulfill the function of
soluble cytochrome c2 (9). Clearly, nature has adopted several
solutions to efficiently integrate the enzymatic complexes into
physiologically functional units.
Despite this large diversity of electron carriers, a common pat-

tern can be found in the architecture of the protein-protein inter-
action.Typically, the small electroncarriers contain just one redox
center asymmetrically embeddedwithin theprotein so that it faces
closely one side of the molecule. This side acts as the docking site
and comes into close contacts with the docking site of the mem-
branous complex (i.e. that portion of its surface where the other
redoxcenter is partially exposed) (10, 11), as shown inFig. 1 for the
interaction between soluble cytochrome c andmembranous cyto-
chromebc1. In thisway, adistanceof less than14Å, and therebyan
electron transfer at physiologically competent rates, can be
achieved between the two interacting redox centers (12, 13). A
diffusible electron carrier alternates between the complexes using
the same side in every interaction.
This raises an engineering question as to how the right ori-

entation of the two interacting redox proteins is achieved.Mul-
tistep mechanisms are usually envisaged (10, 14–16). The first
step is a random collision that depends solely on the transla-
tional diffusion of proteins. The randomly formed complex
may develop to the encounter complex, or it may dissociate
(16). The encounter complex may further evolve into the final,
tightly bound complex. All of these processesmay be facilitated
by the long-range electrostatic attractive forces between oppo-
sitely charged residues of the docking surfaces (14, 16–18).
This is quite well established for many interactions involving
cytochromes c (2, 10, 19) but ismuch less certain for some other
interactions (for example, those with high potential iron-sulfur
protein (20, 21)). Short-range hydrophobic interactions and
hydrogen bonding may also contribute to binding, especially in
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the final steps of association when the distance between the
proteins is the shortest (11).
We thus can appreciate many of the structural and kinetic

details about the interactions between specific redox proteins
(see examples in Refs. 2, 10, 11, and 19–27). Yet, themeaning of
the dynamic equilibrium between the various steps of molecu-
lar association in the context of the mechanism of electron
transfer is not as well understood.
Addressing this question in our experimental approach, we

have used electron paramagnetic resonance techniques (28–
30) to examine the dynamics of structural association of cyto-
chrome c with cytochrome bc1. We have specifically modified
bacterial and mitochondrial cytochromes c with spin label at
differently located positions with respect to the docking site.
We then used continuous wave (CW)2 EPR and saturation
recovery (SR) ERP measurements to verify an orientation of
cytochrome c in its interactionwith cytochrome bc1. Finally, we
used CW and SR EPR to expose a time scale of dynamic equi-
librium between the bound and free states of cytochrome c at
various ionic strengths. The proposed estimates on the aver-
aged lifetime of the cytochrome c-cytochrome bc1 complex
shed light on the mechanisms of electron transfer between
these two proteins. They imply that the reactions are diffusion-
coupled under physiological conditions. Possibly, this mecha-
nism ismore general and applies to other protein-protein inter-
actions in the redox systems.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Bacterial Strains and Plasmids—Rhodobacter (Rba.) capsu-
latus strain pMTS1/MT-RBC1 overproduces wild type cyto-
chrome bc1 (31), pC-M183K/MT-RBC1 overproduces cyto-
chrome bc1 with mutation M183K in cytochrome c1 (32), and
FJ2 lacks cytochromes c2 and cy (33). Plasmid pHM2 is a deriv-
ative of pBSII containing a copy of cycA (34), and pHM14 is a
derivative of pRK415 containing a wild type copy of cycA (35).
Preparation of Single Cysteine Mutants of Cytochrome c2—

Rba. capsulatus strains with mutated cytochrome c2 were
generated as described previously (33–36). Themutations were
constructed by site-directed mutagenesis using the
QuikChange system from Stratagene and the plasmid pHM2 as
the templateDNA.The followingmutagenic primerswere used
to introduce single cysteine mutations (F and R denote forward
and reverse primers, respectively): 5�-GGC TTC GCC TGG
TGCGAGGAAGACATCG-3� (T68C-F), 5�-GTCTTCCTC
GCACCAGGCGAAGCCCGAG-3� (T68C-R); 5�-GGCGTT
CAAACTCTGCAAGGGCGGCGAAGACG-3� (A101C-F),
5�-CTT CGC CGC CCT TGC AGA GTT TGA ACG CCA
TG-3� (A101C-R). After sequencing, the appropriate DNA
fragments bearing the desired mutation and no other muta-
tions were exchanged with their wild type counterparts in the
expression vector pHM14 using the restriction enzymes KpnI
and HindIII. The mutated variants of pHM14 were then intro-
duced into FJ2 strain (cycA and cycY deletion background) via

triparental crosses. The presence of engineered mutations was
confirmed by sequencing the plasmid DNA isolated from the
mutated Rba. capsulatus strains.
Isolation of Cytochrome c2 and Cytochrome bc1—Cyto-

chrome c2 was isolated fromRba. capsulatus FJ2 strain comple-
mented with wild type or mutated pHM14 as described (37),
except that the chloroform extraction step was omitted. Cyto-
chrome bc1 complex was isolated from Rba. capsulatus MT-
RBC1 strain complemented with wild type or mutated pMTS1
as described (38). The purity of isolated proteins was checked
with SDS-PAGE. A concentration of cytochrome c was deter-
mined spectrophotometrically using ascorbate-reducedminus
ferricyanide-oxidized spectrum and an extinction coefficient
�550 of 18.5 mM�1cm�1 (39). A concentration of cytochrome
bc1 was determined from the ascorbate-reduced minus ferri-
cyanide-oxidized spectra (for the wild type) or from the dithio-
nite-reduced minus ferricyanide-oxidized spectra (for the
M183Kmutant) using an extinction coefficient �551-542 nm of 20
mM�1cm�1 (38).
Spin Labeling of Cytochromes c—Prior to spin labeling, cyto-

chromes c2 A101C and T68Cwere bound to thiopropyl-Sepha-
rose (GE Healthcare) and eluted with 50 mM dithiothreitol.
This was followed by gel filtration on Sephadex G-25 (equili-
brated with 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl) to remove
dithiothreitol. Immediately after elution of cytochrome c2,
methanethiosulfonate spin label, selective toward thiol groups
(40), was added from acetonitrile stock to obtain a 10-fold
molar excess over cytochrome c2. The sample was incubated at
room temperature for 1 h and then dialyzed against 5 mM Tris
buffer, pH 7.4, to remove an excess of unreacted spin label.
Yeast iso-1 cytochrome c (Sigma) was labeled at its native Cys-
102 with methanethiosulfonate spin label using the same reac-
tion conditions and dialysis as in the case of cytochrome c2. A
monoderivative of horse heart cytochrome c (Sigma) labeled at
Lys-86 with succinimidyl-2,2, 5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyrroline-1-
oxyl-carboxylate was obtained as described elsewhere (41). The
molar ratio of the attached spin label (SL) to protein was deter-
mined by comparison of the double integrated EPR spectra of
spin-labeled cytochrome cwith the EPR spectrum of the TEM-
POL standard. The concentration of TEMPOLwas determined
spectrophotometrically using an extinction coefficient, �428, of
13.4 M�1cm�1 (42). The concentration of cytochrome c2 was
determined spectrophotometrically as described above, and the
same procedure was used for two mitochondrial cytochromes.
The samples with a molar ratio of 1:1 of SL per cytochrome c
molecule were used in further experiments (substoichiometri-
cally labeled samples were discarded).
Continuous Wave Measurements (CW EPR) and Analysis—

Spin-labeled cytochromes c were mixed with Rba. capsulatus
cytochrome bc1 in 5 mM Tris, pH 7.4, and different ionic
strengths were adjusted by adding varying amount of concen-
trated NaCl. Final concentrations of cytochrome c and cyto-
chrome bc1 were 20 and 40 �M, respectively. This ratio was
chosen to satisfy the reported 1:2 stoichiometry of the binding
of cytochrome c to cytochrome bc1 (11). At this ratio, the abso-
lute concentration of labeled cytochrome c2 yields a satisfactory
level of signal-to-noise with the low amount of unbound cyto-
chrome c2 that contributes to the EPR spectra.

2 The abbreviations used are: CW, continuous wave; SR, saturation recovery;
SL, spin label; A101C-SL, cytochrome c2 labeled with SL at position 101;
T68C-SL, cytochrome c2 labeled with SL at position 68; Rba., Rhodobacter;
TEMPOL, 4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl.
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CW EPR spectra were recorded at room temperature on a
Bruker Elexsys E580 spectrometer equipped with a super
high-Q resonator. Samples were measured in flat quartz cells
(0.4 � 4 mm, inner diameter; VitroCom Inc.) with total active
volume of 30 �l. The parameters were: microwave frequency
9.87 GHz, microwave power 19.95 milliwatts, modulation
amplitude/frequency 1 G/100 kHz, sweep width 150 G, time
constant 20.48 ms, sweep time 20.97 s/scan, resolution 4096
points/scan (number of scans was at least 25). The fraction of
cytochrome c bound to cytochrome bc1 at a given ionic strength
was calculated using the multiple linear regression method as
described previously (43). Briefly, the measured spectrum was
linearly decomposed into two parts corresponding to the spec-
tra of free and bound cytochrome c defined as reference. The
reference spectrum of free cytochrome c was a spectrum of
spin-labeled cytochrome c measured in the absence of cyto-
chrome bc1 in 5 mM Tris, pH 7.4. The reference spectrum of
bound cytochrome c was a spectrum of spin-labeled cyto-
chrome cmeasured in the presence of a 2-fold molar excess of
cytochrome bc1 in 5 mM Tris, pH 7.4. The latter should be
considered as the spectrum of predominantly rather than fully
bound cytochrome c, because it contains a contribution from
the residual unbound cytochrome c. This made the bound frac-
tion of cytochrome c slightly overestimated. Nevertheless, the
concentrations of calculated free and bound cytochrome c
stayed within the same order of magnitude as the true value, as
described in detail elsewhere (43).
Saturation Recovery Measurements (SR EPR) and Analysis—

Samples of spin-labeled cytochrome c with cytochrome bc1
were prepared in a manner similar to CW EPR measurements,
except that higher concentrations of proteinswere used (34 and
63�M for cytochrome c and cytochrome bc1, respectively). Pro-
tein solutions were placed in a thin, gas-permeable methylpen-
tene capillary. An oxygen-free atmosphere was obtained by
flushing pure nitrogen gas through the resonator for at least 20
min before measurement. The measurements were performed
on a home-made pulse spectrometer (44) operating at X-band
using 1-mm loop-gap resonator (45). The SR curves were
recorded at the central EPR line (mI � 0) using the following
parameters: pumping power 0.35 milliwatt, observing power
0.03milliwatt, pulse length 450 ns, spectrometer dead time 350
ns. SR curves were digitized with 1024 points at a rate of 50
MHz. The number of accumulations varied from 10,000 to
50,000 to obtain a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio.
All samples were measured three times, and the acquired SR

curveswere fitted to the single and double exponential recovery
model using a nonlinear Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
implemented in the Dataplot program (Statistical Engineering
Division, National Institute of Standards and Technology) (46)
or PSI-Plot, a scientific spreadsheet and technical plotting pro-
gram that implements the Levenberg-Marquardt and simplex,
Powell methods and can perform a global analysis for a set of
recovery curves. When the exchange rate between the bound
and free cytochrome c at low ionic strength condition is slower
than the spin lattice relaxation rate of the most slowly relaxing
component, the biexponential recovery of SR curve is observed.
One component of the recovery should be characterized by the
time constant equal to the spin lattice relaxation timemeasured

for cytochrome c2 A101C in buffer in the absence of cyto-
chrome bc1. The second time constant should be equal to the
spin lattice relaxation time of fully bound cytochrome c2 to
cytochrome bc1. In our case, both exchange rates (association
and dissociation) are comparable with the longitudinal relax-
ation rates of SL attached to cytochrome c2. Thus, the relax-
ation time constants �1 and �2 and the amplitudes a and b of
both exponents are functions of the intrinsic relaxation and the
exchange rates. Therefore, we performed a fit to the following
equation,

f�t� � a � exp��t/�1� � b � exp��t/�2� � c (Eq. 1)

where f(t) is signal amplitude at time t and c is the constant
representing the base line of the SR curve.
The calculated values of a and b depend also on the initial

value of the magnetization vector after the pump pulse. The
exchange rates were estimated from time constants obtained
using formulas from Hansen and Led (47). It should be noted
that amplitudes a and b are not directly proportional to the
concentration of free and bound cytochrome c. Other details on
the SR EPR methodology are found in the supplemental
material.
Cytochrome bc1 Enzymatic Activity Measurements—Steady-

state enzymatic activity was assayed by measuring the
decylubiquinol-dependent reduction of cytochrome c as
described previously (31). Buffer and sample conditions were:
20 �M cytochrome c, 20 �M decylubiquinol, 5 nM cytochrome
bc1, and 5mMTris-HCl, pH 7.8, containing 0.01% dodecyl mal-
toside. Different ionic strengths were adjusted by the addition
of NaCl from a concentrated stock solution. Cytochrome c2
(Em7 � 360 mV) is predominantly reduced under ambient
atmosphere. Therefore, prior to the assays, cytochrome c2 was
oxidizedwith an excess of ferricyanide and then passed through
SephadexG-25 to remove the oxidant. Such sample was used in
the activity assays. (Wedetermined that cytochrome c2 remains
oxidized at about 70% shortly after the removal of ferricyanide,
a state that is stable for several hours.) Mitochondrial cyto-
chromes c were used in the activity assays without any addi-
tional treatment.
Model of the Cytochrome c2-Cytochrome bc1 Complex—The

putative model of cytochrome c2 bound to cytochrome bc1 was
constructed by superposition of Rba. capsulatus cytochrome bc1
structure (Protein Data Bank ID code: 1ZRT) (48) with the corre-
sponding chains from the structure of yeast cytochrome bc1
with bound cytochrome c (Protein Data Bank ID code: 1KYO)
(11). The structure of Rba. capsulatus cytochrome c2 (Protein
Data Bank ID code: 1C2R) (49) was aligned to the structure of
cytochrome c chain from the 1KYO structure. The single cys-
teine substitutions of residues 68 and 101 and the stickmodel of
the spin label was built into the structure of cytochrome c2
using the PyMOL molecular graphics system (50).

RESULTS

Properties of Mutated Cytochromes c2—The single cysteine
substitutions T68C and A101C yield photosynthetically com-
petent Rba. capsulatus strains (FJ2 strains complemented with
mutated pHM14) producing cytochrome c2, which has a wild
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type spectra and electrochemical properties of high potential
cytochrome c (data not shown). Cytochromes c2 modified with
spin label have properties similar to thewild type cytochrome c2
when used as substrates for cytochrome bc1 in the enzymatic
activity assays (supplemental Table S1).
CW EPR of Spin-labeled Cytochromes c in the Absence and

Presence of Cytochrome bc1—In general terms, the overall shape
of the EPR spectrum of SL reflects its mobility (28, 51). In prac-
tice this means that the observable changes in the EPR spectra
can often be related to the changes in the mobility of SL, which
may provide useful information about the structure and
dynamics of a studied system. In Fig. 2 we used these consider-
ations in comparing the CW EPR spectra of methanethiosul-
fonate spin-labeledA101C andT68Cmutants of cytochrome c2
(see Fig. 1 for positions of those mutations) recorded at room
temperature in buffer without and with its redox partner, cyto-
chrome bc1.

In buffer alone, SL attached to
either position (Fig. 2, A and D, for
T68C and A101C, respectively) has
a relatively high mobility, which is
consistent with a surface location of
those two positions (see Fig. 1). This
mobility is, however, smaller than a
mobility of the free SL in solution,
where the typical spectrum has
three narrow lines (Fig. 2G). The
broadening of the lines in the EPR
spectrum of T68C-SL and
A101C-SL reflects restrictions in
motion imposed by the attachment
of SL to a much larger molecule of
cytochrome c2.

When spin-labeled cytochrome
c2 is mixed with isolated cyto-
chrome bc1 in a solution at low ionic
strength, the EPR spectra become

further broadened and additional components appear. For
T68C-SL, at least three new components of slowermobility can
clearly be recognized in the lowest field EPR line (Fig. 2B),
whereas the significant broadening of A101C-SL comes from
superposition of at least two components of different mobility
(Fig. 2E). Overall, these changes reflect additional restrictions
to the SL motion, which appear to come from the direct inter-
action of cytochrome c2 with cytochrome bc1 and a formation
of the complex between these two proteins. This is further con-
firmed by the observation that changes in the SL line shapes
induced by the presence of cytochrome bc1 at the low ionic
strength disappear at the high ionic strength. For bothT68C-SL
and A101C-SL, spectra recorded at high salt concentration in
the presence of cytochrome bc1 (Fig. 2, C and F, respectively)
are similar to those registered in the absence of cytochrome bc1
(Fig. 2, A and D). Such a behavior is consistent with the well
known electrostatic nature of the cytochrome c-cytochrome
bc1 interaction and its diagnostically strong dependence on the
ionic strength.We conclude that CWEPR conveniently detects
the interaction of cytochrome c2 with cytochrome bc1 under
conditions of low ionic strength.
The interaction of cytochrome bc1 with other cytochromes c

can be monitored in a similar manner. For example, clear
changes in the shape of CW EPR spectra of SL are induced by
the addition of cytochrome bc1 to mitochondrial homologues
of bacterial cytochrome c2 (horse cytochrome c labeled at
Lys-86 or yeast cytochrome c labeled atCys-102) (supplemental
Fig. S1). Again, these changes are heavily dependent on ionic
strength and as such can be interpreted as reflecting a forma-
tion of a complex between the two proteins.
The predicted structure of the cytochrome c2-cytochrome

bc1 complex shows Ala-101 close to and Thr-68 remote from
the docking surface (Fig. 1). In principle, such a difference in the
location of those positions within the complex might be
reflected by distinct measurable effects in the CW EPR spectra
of T68C-SL and A101C-SL complexed with cytochrome bc1.
Indeed, measurements taken at low ionic strength show that
the shapes of CWEPR spectra of T68C-SL andA101C-SL differ

FIGURE 1. Ribbon model of possible complex of cytochrome c2 with cytochrome bc1 in Rba. capsulatus.
Cytochrome c2 (green) interacts directly with cytochrome c1 (yellow) of the catalytic core of cytochrome bc1,
which also contains two other subunits: iron-sulfur protein (turquoise) and cytochrome b (magenta). A and B
show attachment of SL (blue) in two cysteine mutants of cytochrome c2, A101C and T68C, respectively. Hemes
are shown in red and iron-sulfur clusters in orange.

FIGURE 2. CW EPR spectra of spin-labeled Rba. capsulatus cytochrome c2.
Spectra of T68C-SL (left column) and A101C-SL (right column) were recorded in
5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, in the absence (A and D) or presence of cytochrome bc1
(B and E) and in 5 mM Tris-HCl, 300 mM NaCl, pH 7.4, in the presence of cyto-
chrome bc1 (C and F). Concentrations of proteins were: 20 �M cytochrome c2
(A–F) and 40 �M cytochrome bc1 (B, C, E, and F). For comparison, the spectrum
of free spin label is shown in G.
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from each other more profoundly in the presence of cyto-
chrome bc1 (Fig. 2, B versus E) than in its absence (Fig. 2, A
versus D). The difference seen in Fig. 2 in spectrum B versus E is
assumed to reflect the geometric arrangement of cytochrome c2
in complexwith cytochrome bc1. This was further supported by
the results of SR measurements (see below).
SR EPR of Spin-labeled Cytochrome c2 in the Absence and

Presence of Cytochrome bc1—Measurements of the accessibility
of SL to paramagnetic quenchers provide information on the
degree of exposure of SL to a quencher-penetrable phase, which
can often reveal details about the geometric location of SL (52–
54). In practice, the exposure of SL can be estimated from a
comparison of the SR recovery rates measured in the presence
and the absence of the paramagnetic molecule. Typically, the
recovery rates depend on an intrinsic spin lattice relaxation
and, if quencher is present and SL is accessible to the quencher,
on Heisenberg exchange between the SL and the quencher (see
supplemental Equation 3). Because the Heisenberg exchange
significantly enhances the recovery rate, the effective rate of
the quencher-exposed SL is going to be much faster in the
presence of the quencher than in its absence. Indeed, both
T68C-SL and A101C-SL, as having labeled solvent-exposed
residues (Fig. 1), show clear enhancement of the SL recovery
rates in the presence of paramagnetic oxygen (Fig. 3, A and B;
Table 1).
In the absence of cytochrome bc1, the extent of this enhance-

ment and the absolute values of the relaxation rate remain
essentially the same for both labeled positions (Fig. 3, A and B;
Table 1).We note that the SR curves are best fitted with a single
exponent. In contrast, clear differences in the relaxation behav-
ior of T68C-SL and A101C-SL arise upon the addition of cyto-

chrome bc1 (Fig. 3, C and D; Table 1). The relaxation rates in
T68C-SL change only very slightly, and a SR recovery remains
single exponential. In A101C-SL, a SR curves becomes clearly
biexponential with two different time constants. Although
those time constants can be interpreted as reflecting the pres-
ence of cytochrome c2 under dynamic exchange between
bound and free states, they do not represent intrinsic relaxation
times of the corresponding states of cytochrome c, because they
are shortened by the exchange itself (see supplemental
material).
The biexponential relaxation of A101C-SL, but not T68C-

SL, reveals that SL attached to A101C, unlike the SL attached to
T68C, experiences significant mobility restriction when cyto-
chrome c2 is in complex with cytochrome bc1. Conceivably,
these restrictions are caused by a proximity of Ala-101 to the
surface of cytochrome c1 in the complex (Fig. 1A). This could
slow down a local rotation of SL in A101C-SL and thereby
decrease its intrinsic relaxation rate (55). Thr-68 protrudes
much further away from the surface of cytochrome c1 (Fig. 1B),
and thus SL in T68C-SL remains sensitive only to damped rota-
tional tumblingof thewholeprotein complex (changes seen in the
CWEPRspectrum),but its local surfacemotion isnotchanged (no
effect on the relaxation time). Clearly, the SR data add to the CW
data in showing ternary effects resulting from the association of
cytochrome c2 with cytochrome bc1.
The ternary effects are also evident in the measurements of

the Heisenberg exchange rate with oxygen (Wex) and its
dependence on ionic strength (Fig. 4). The Wex values for
A101C-SL rise with increasing salt concentrations and reach
the maximum level at �60 mM NaCl. In contrast, theWex val-
ues for T68C-SL remain similar at both low and high ionic
strength at the level converging with the maximum level of
A101C-SL. These results, interpreted in light of the strong ionic
strength dependence of the cytochrome c-cytochrome bc1
interaction, indicate that changes in the accessibility of oxygen
to SL (changes in the Wex values) in A101C occur concomi-
tantly with the formation of the cytochrome c-cytochrome bc1
complex in which the proximal to Ala-101 surface of cyto-
chrome c1 (see Fig. 1A) effectively shields the access to molec-
ular oxygen. At the same time, the accessibility of T68C-SL to
oxygen is not affected by binding to cytochrome bc1, which is
what can be expected if cytochrome c2 binds in an orientation
directing Thr-68 away from the surface of cytochrome c1 (see
Fig. 1B), thus excluding any shielding effects.
Overall, the results presented thus far consistently indicate that

the applied EPR measurements distinguish differences in local

TABLE 1
Spin lattice relaxation times (T1) of the spin label attached to
cytochrome c2 (T68C or A101C) in the presence and absence of
cytochrome bc1 in low ionic strength buffer

Mutant
Buffer (T1) Cytochrome bc1 (T1)

N2
a O2

b N2
c O2

d

�s �s �s �s
A101C 2.14 � 0.04 0.61 � 0.01 3.27 � 0.18 0.96 � 0.12

1.70 � 0.25
T68C 2.00 � 0.03 0.59 � 0.01 1.9 � 0.4 0.59 � 0.07

a In the absence of cytochrome bc1 under nitrogen.
b In the absence of cytochrome bc1 in the equilibrium with air.
c In the presence of cytochrome bc1 under nitrogen.
d In the presence of cytochrome bc1 in the equilibrium with air.

FIGURE 3. SR EPR recovery curves of spin-labeled Rba. capsulatus cyto-
chrome c2. Curves of A101C-SL (left) and T68C-SL (right) were recorded in the
absence (A and B) or presence of cytochrome bc1 (C and D). N2 and O2 denote
traces registered in the absence and presence of molecular oxygen, respec-
tively. Data in A, B, and D were best fitted with single exponential function
(solid lines), whereas the data for N2 (in C) were best fitted with double expo-
nential function (line). Concentrations of proteins were: 34 �M cytochrome c2
(A–D) and 63 �M cytochrome bc1 (C and D). The corresponding residuals for all
fits are shown below the graphs. In each panel, the upper and lower traces
represent the residuals for curves measured in N2 and O2, respectively.
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environments ofAla-101 andThr-68of cytochrome c2 interacting
with cytochrome bc1. Cytochrome c2 appears to face its redox
partner from the exposed heme edge side (Ala-101 side), which
generally agreeswith thepredictedorientationof cytochrome c2 in
the complexwith cytochromebc1 (Fig. 1).Given these experimen-
tal confirmations, the dynamics of structural association of cyto-
chrome cwith cytochrome bc1 can be examined.
Ionic Strength Dependence of Binding of Cytochrome c to

Cytochrome bc1 as Seen by CW and SR EPR—The observed
changes in the shape of the EPR spectrum (Fig. 2) and the relax-
ation rates (Fig. 3) of spin-labeled cytochrome c upon its bind-
ing to cytochrome bc1 can be used conveniently to expose a
dynamic equilibrium between the bound and the free state of
cytochrome c. Our approach was based on two methods that
monitor the interaction of cytochrome c with cytochrome bc1
at two different time domains. The first method was a linear
decomposition of the CW EPR spectra, as shown in Fig. 5 (43);

the second method was a nonlinear fitting of a biexponential
function to the SR curves (see “Experimental Procedures” for
details). Because the binding between the two redox partners is
in part controlled by electrostatic interactions, (23–27, 56, 57)
the changes in the ionic strength were used to effectively
manipulate the binding equilibrium of the reaction.
Fig. 6 shows the fraction of bound cytochrome c normalized

to the predominantly bound fraction at 5 mM Tris buffer as a
function of ionic strength obtained with the CW EPR method.
As expected from the electrostatic character of the binding,
three tested soluble cytochromes (cytochrome c2, horse cyto-
chrome c, and yeast cytochrome c) showed a successive
decrease of the bound fraction as the ionic strength increased.
We note that the profile for cytochrome c2 does not depend on
the SL attachment site (Fig. 6A).
The sigmoidal dependence reveals a limit of around 120 mM

NaCl abovewhich theminimal amount, or essentially no bound
cytochrome c, can be detected in the CW EPR spectrum (this
limit is 120 mM NaCl for cytochrome c2, 90 mM for horse cyto-
chrome c, 150 mM for yeast cytochrome c). The profile with no
bound fraction at high salt concentrations is seen for cyto-
chrome c2 and horse cytochrome c, but for yeast cytochrome c,
a 30% bound fraction remains even at a very high salt concen-
tration (Fig. 6B).

The differences between yeast cytochrome c and the two
other soluble cytochromes may arise from the difference in the
relative contribution of electrostatic and hydrophobic compo-
nents to the binding. If the nonpolar interactions are generally
stronger in the yeast system, as already indicated (23, 57), they
may not be easily eliminated by ionic strength and thus may
leave a significant fraction of bound cytochrome c at high ionic
strength. Indeed, the contributions of the electrostatic and
hydrophobic components may vary in different systems, which
seems to be at the root of the diversity of the observedmodes of
protein-protein interactions (20, 21, 58, 59).
To test the effect of the redox state of cytochrome c1 on the

binding of cytochrome c2, a mutant M183K was used. In this
form, cytochrome c1 has a redox potential lowered some 400
mV versuswild type (32) and under the applied experimental
conditions remains oxidized before and after mixing with
reduced cytochrome c2. The comparison shown in Fig. 6C
demonstrates that although the redox state of cytochrome c1
has some effect on the binding equilibrium, the range of
ionic strength with no bound cytochrome c detected by CW
EPR is essentially the same for oxidized and reduced cyto-
chrome c1.

The analysis of the relaxation behavior of A101C-SL in the
presence of cytochrome bc1, summarized inTable 2, shows that
the biexponential recovery can be seen only up to �40 mM
NaCl. Further, both relaxation time constants successively
decrease as the ionic strength increases from 0 to 40 mM NaCl.
This collapse of the two relaxation times into one can be attrib-
uted to a successive decrease of the bound cytochrome c as
monitored by SR EPR.
The two components that contribute to the SR curve are

resolvable only if they undergo exchange at rates slower than
the longitudinal SL relaxation rate (around 105 s�1 or more).
However, if the exchange rate approaches or becomes faster

FIGURE 4. The accessibility of molecular oxygen to spin-labeled cyto-
chrome c2 in the presence of cytochrome bc1. The extent of Heisenberg
exchange rate (Wex) between molecular oxygen and A101C-SL (open circles)
or T68C-SL (closed circles) is plotted as a function of NaCl concentration. Wex
was obtained from the SR EPR recovery curves similar to those shown in Fig. 3,
as described under “Experimental Procedures.”

FIGURE 5. Estimation of the fraction of spin-labeled cytochrome c2 bound
to cytochrome bc1. The spectrum of A101C-SL measured in the presence of
a 2-fold molar excess of cytochrome bc1 at 40 mM of NaCl (A) was linearly
decomposed into parts representing free (B) and predominantly bound (C)
cytochrome c2 to obtain the proportions shown in the figure. The sum of
spectra B and C in those proportions yields spectrum D, which is of identical
shape to experimental spectrum A. The difference between spectrum A and D
gives a residual without a trace of EPR spectrum-like structure.
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than the SL relaxation rate, the SR curve becomes single
exponential, and the averaged time constant and the bound
and free components are no longer resolvable.
It thus appears that both SR EPR and CW EPR show a suc-

cessive decrease of the bound cytochrome c as the ionic
strength increases and neither method detects bound cyto-
chrome c above 120mMNaCl. This result can be interpreted in
twoways. Either the long-lived complexes of cytochrome cwith
cytochrome bc1 are not formed at detectable levels (the associ-
ation rate constant decreases, whereas the dissociation rate
constant is unaffected), or the complexes do form, but their
lifetime is shorter than the snapshots of CW EPR measure-
ments (the association rate constant decreases, whereas the dis-
sociation rate constant increases).3
The EPR data provide two immediate indications that the

hypothesis of short-lived complexes is the more likely. First,
the relaxation time of A101C-SL in the presence of cyto-
chrome bc1 at high ionic strength (�2.37 � 0.03 �s, Table 2)
is longer than the relaxation time of A101C-SL in buffer
without cytochrome bc1 (�2.14 � 0.04 �s, Table 1). This
suggests that cytochrome c still interacts with cytochrome
bc1 at high ionic strength, and this interaction is sensed as
the change in the relaxation rate even though the resolution
of bound and free cytochrome c is difficult. Second, the limit
above which the bound and free states cannot be separated
by both methods is different (�40 mM NaCl for SR EPR and
120 mM NaCl for CW EPR). This shift seems to be the con-
sequence of a successive decrease of the complex lifetime,
first below the SR EPR snapshot and then below the CW EPR
snapshot.
Indeed, this shift can be explained by the differences in the

experimental time scales of SR EPR and CW EPR. SR EPR,
governed by microseconds, would lose the separation of
the dynamically exchanging bound and free states “earlier”
(i.e. at lower ionic strength) than CWEPR, which extends the
experimental resolution of those states down to the
nanoseconds.
We thus can use the SR EPR and CW EPR data to approxi-

mate the limits of the complex lifetime at different ionic
strengths. From one end, when the ionic strength is minimal,

3 A third theoretical possibility, that the dissociation rate constant increases,
whereas the association rate constant is unaffected, is not considered here,
as it is unlikely that increase in ionic strength does not affect the associa-
tion rate constant.

FIGURE 6. Effect of ionic strength on binding of cytochrome c to cyto-
chrome bc1 as monitored by CW EPR. A, normalized fraction of A101C-SL
(open circles) and T68C-SL (closed squares) bound to wild type cytochrome
bc1. B, K86-SL (horse cytochrome c labeled with SL at position 86; closed
triangles) and C102-SL (yeast cytochrome c labeled with SL at position 102;
closed circles) bound to wild type cytochrome bc1. Data for A101C-SL (open
circles) are replotted from A for comparison. C, normalized fraction of
A101C-SL bound to the mutant c1-M183K of cytochrome bc1 (closed
squares) compared with the A101C-SL bound the wild type cytochrome
bc1 (open circles, replotted from A). Normalized fractions of bound cyto-
chrome c in A–C were calculated from the decomposition of CW EPR sim-
ilar to those shown in Fig. 2, as described under “Experimental Proce-
dures,” and in Fig. 5. For clarity, the solid lines show the trend fitted to the
empirically derived equation described in supplemental Equation 4. The
error of the estimations does not exceed 8%.

TABLE 2
Spin lattice relaxation time constants measured for cytochrome c2
A101C-SL in the presence of cytochrome bc1

ND, not determined.
NaCl �1

a �2
b Lifetimec

mM �s �s �s
0 3.27 � 0.18 1.70 � 0.25 �100
20 2.80 � 0.10 1.20 � 0.26 �10
40 2.35 � 0.10 0.1 � 0.05 �1
60 2.31 � 0.03 ND
80 2.37 � 0.03 ND
100 2.4 � 0.05 ND

a Time constant of the first exponent.
b Time constant of the second exponent.
c Estimated lifetime of the cytochrome c2 associated with cytochrome bc1.
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cytochrome c remains bound for more than 100 �s (Table 2).4
From the other end, when the ionic strength corresponds to the
physiological conditions, the complexes appear to last no lon-
ger than �400 ns5 with the association rate of cytochrome c
approaching the time scale of its diffusion. The idea of the
short-lived complexes finds further support when the SR and
CW EPR data are analyzed in the context of cytochrome bc1
enzymatic activity (see below).
Ionic Strength Dependence of Steady-state Kinetics of Cyto-

chrome c Reduction byCytochrome bc1—As shown in Fig. 7, and
well known from other studies (24, 57), the turnover rate of
cytochrome bc1 is greatly dependent on the ionic strength. This
could be in part the result of the ionic strength influencing the
binding of cytochrome c to cytochrome bc1, a process known to
involve the electrostatic interactions (24–26, 56).
When cytochrome c2 was used as a substrate for cytochrome

bc1, the enzymatic activity showed a clear bell-shaped profile
with a maximum turnover at around 150–200 mM NaCl and a
progressive but quite moderate decrease from themaximum in
both directions (Fig. 7). The rates with the yeast cytochrome c
initially increased to reach a maximum turnover in a similar
range of 150 to 200 mM NaCl. A further increase in ionic
strength caused a decrease in the rates, which was much more
pronounced than the decrease observed with cytochrome c2.
The rates with horse cytochrome c remained nearly constant in
a range up to 100 mM NaCl and then, similar to yeast cyto-
chrome c, showed a steep decrease. We noted that the activity
of cytochrome bc1 in reactionwith physiological cytochrome c2
did not drop more than 30% within the whole tested range

(0–450 mM NaCl), whereas decreases of more than 80% were
observed with nonphysiological mitochondrial cytochromes.
Regardless of those differences, all three profiles shown in

Fig. 7 show that up to at least 100 mM NaCl cytochrome bc1
remains highly active with close tomaximum turnover rates. In
the same range of ionic strength, the EPR measurements show
a dramatic decrease of bound cytochrome c (Fig. 6, Table 2),
which in principle could significantly compromise the enzy-
matic activity However, at salt concentrations where aminimal
amount of or no bound cytochrome c is observed with EPR,
enzymatic activity still remains at the maximum level. In other
words, for a wide range of ionic strength conditions, the EPR
measurements do not seem to resolve the interaction of cyto-
chrome c with cytochrome bc1, a prerequisite for electron
transfer activity. This can be explained with the mode of inter-
action based on the short-lived complexes of cytochrome cwith
cytochrome bc1. In this model, the complexes support the elec-
tron transfer even if the ionic strength shortens their lifetime
down to the nanosecond time regime, where it is undetectable
by EPR.

DISCUSSION

There are two aspects that need to be considered when
describing the functional interaction of two redox proteins: the
structural aspect of molecular association and the kinetic
aspect of electron transfer. They are inherently coupled
together and quite often not easy to be examined independ-
ently. It thus appears important that our dynamic picture of the
molecular association of cytochrome c with cytochrome bc1
was obtained from measurements that were fully independent
of the electron transfer kinetics.
We propose that the transition from bound to free cyto-

chrome c in the presence of cytochrome bc1 detected by our
EPRmeasurements (shown in Fig. 6 and Table 2) in fact reflects
the natural process of the shortening of the lifetime of the com-
plexes formed between these two proteins as the ionic strength
increases. At low ionic strength the complexes last sufficiently

4 The time constants of the experimental biexponential SR EPR recoveries
represent an intrinsic relaxation rate modified by the presence of
exchange according to the solutions of the Bloch (62) and McConnell
equations (63). From CW EPR experiments one can estimate the value of
the second order dissociation constant to be of the order of 10�6

M. At 0 mM

NaCl the shorter time constant of the biexponential SR EPR recovery equals
1.7 �s (Table 2). It follows from the Bloch-McConnel equations that this
corresponds to the first order association rate constant, �2 � 105 s�1. For
63 �M cytochrome bc1 mixed with 34 �M cytochrome c2 in the absence of
salt, the concentration of free cytochrome bc1 is �3 � 10�5

M. Thus the
second order association rate constant can be estimated to be in the range
of 6 � 109 s�1

M
�1. It follows that at the low ionic strength, when the

fraction of bound cytochrome c2 approaches unity, the dissociation rate
constant has to be much slower than the association rate constant and
does not exceed 1 � 104 s�1. Thus cytochrome c2 remains bound for more
than 100 �s. Those values for the association and dissociation rate con-
stants are in good agreement with published data (27).

5 CW EPR spectra recorded at different ionic strengths can be reproduced by
a linear combination of spectra for the predominantly bound and
unbound states of cytochrome c2 (Fig. 5). Thus, it can be deduced that
exchange rates between those states are much slower than the transverse
relaxation rates that determine the shape of the CW spectra. It follows from
Fig. 6 that above 120 mM NaCl, less then 5% of bound cytochrome c2 can be
detected. Thus the second order dissociation constant for the cytochrome
c2-cytochrome bc1 complex exceeds 1 mM. For 40 �M cytochrome bc1 the
first order dissociation constant is greater than 25. It follows that the first
order dissociation rate constant should be at least 25 times faster than the
corresponding first order association rate constant. At that concentration
of cytochrome bc1 and with the diffusion constant of cytochrome c2 of
2 � 10�6 cm2/s, the first order association rate constant can be estimated
to be on the order of 105 s�1, which agrees with the published data (64).
Thus the dissociation rate should be in the range of 2.5 �106 s�1 and the
average lifetime of the cytochrome c2-cytochrome bc1 complex on the
order of 400 ns.

FIGURE 7. Effect of ionic strength on cytochrome bc1 enzymatic activity.
Steady-state turnover rates of reduction of Rba. capsulatus cytochrome c2
(open circles), yeast cytochrome c (closed circles), and horse cytochrome c
(closed triangles) by Rba. capsulatus cytochrome bc1 are plotted as a function
of salt (NaCl) concentration.
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long (more than 100 �s) to become detectable by EPR, whereas
at high ionic strength (above�120mMNaCl) their lifetime falls
below 400 ns. As a consequence the dissociation constant
increases and the steady state fraction of bound cytochrome c2
falls below the detection limit of CW EPR spectroscopy.
This picture is consistent with the light-induced kinetic

measurements, which show that rapid intracomplex electron
transfer, reminiscent of cytochrome c bound to cytochrome bc1
prior to the activation, is prominent only at low ionic strength
(23, 27). As the ionic strength increases, the intracomplex phase
disappears concomitantly with an appearance of a bimolecular
reaction between a bulk cytochrome c and cytochrome bc1. The
kinetically defined transition from the intracomplex to bimo-
lecular electron transfer occurs within a range of ionic strength
similar to the transition defined by our EPR measurements, i.e.
above �80 mM NaCl no intracomplex electron transfer was
observed (23, 27).
The submicrosecond time scale of the dissociation rate of

cytochrome c from cytochrome bc1 may appear very fast; how-
ever, one needs to consider that with EPR spectroscopy we
could observe only a part of the whole process of molecular
association. This is because the SL attached to cytochrome c
detects changes only if its rotation is damped by a tight binding,
which is usually considered to be the final step of the associa-
tion (14, 16). The steps that precede this final step, including a
formation of the encounter complex and its evolution into the
final, tightly bound complex, may have escaped our EPR meas-
urements. This is because an estimated separation of the inter-
acting molecules within the encounter complex can be as large
as 1 nm (14, 16), which is more than enough to remove the
mobility restrictions of the SL attached to cytochrome c used by
our EPR measurements to report a binding. Obviously, the
same holds true for conditions in which all of the attractions of
two proteins are lost, which is believed to occur when twomol-
ecules are more than �2 nm apart (16).
Thus, our estimates on the lifetime of the complex should be

regarded as relating to the tightly bound complex and its tran-
sition to the encounter complex. It appears that at physiological
ionic strength (around 100 mM) the tight complexes last no
longer than hundreds of nanoseconds, and thus the association
rate of cytochrome c approaches the time scale of its diffusion.
This has important consequences on the mechanisms of inter-
action of cytochrome c with cytochrome bc1. In principle, it
revitalizes an early idea of diffusion-coupled reactions that link
the soluble electron carriers with the membranous complexes
in electron transport chains (60, 61).
Fig. 8 summarizes the plausible predictions on how this cou-

pling may be realized for conditions where the collisions
between proteins are modulated by long-range electrostatic
attractive forces. At low ionic strength, the surface-exposed
charges of two interacting proteins secure the complementarity
of the docking surfaces, which helps to direct the twomolecules
so that the cofactors are within a distance short enough to sup-
port physiologically competent electron transfer. However, the
electrostatically attracted proteins remain tightly bound for a
significant period of time, and a slow dissociationmay limit the
turnover rate even though the efficiency of a single electron
transfer reaction per single collision event is high. A moderate

increase in the ionic strength helps to increase the dissociation
rate while maintaining some level of orientation guidance
through the electrostatic attraction forces that remain suffi-
ciently strong. This in part compromises the efficiency of elec-
tron transfer per single collision but, on the other hand,
enhances cytochrome c exchange allowing the enzyme to reach
the maximum turnover rates. A further increase in the ionic
strength eliminates the electrostatic attractions altogether
making the collision totally random and multidirectional. This
significantly lowers the efficiency of electron transfer per single
collision and decreases the turnover rates.
The diffusion-coupled mechanism of interaction has clear

advantages for the multiple turnover of a redox enzyme work-
ing under physiological conditions. The bell-shaped profile of
the enzymatic activity (Fig. 8) reaches a maximum at moderate
ionic strength, which corresponds to the typical physiological
conditions. At the same time, the robust interactions between
the redox partners secure efficient turnover over a wide range
of ionic strength conditions (which is often observed experi-
mentally; see Fig. 7 (open circles) and examples in Refs. 24 and
57). These interactions should have a significant level of engi-
neering tolerance, and the multiple turnover rates should not
be that sensitive to the single mutations within the interacting
surfaces. Indeed, the experimentally introduced point muta-
tions tend to affect single turnover kinetics rather than enzy-
matic turnovers or functionality (24, 36).
Our estimates on the lifetimes of the tight complexes formed

between cytochrome c and cytochrome bc1 implicate impor-
tant constrains on the electron transfer per se. At low ionic
strength, the complexes last sufficiently long to satisfy the time
requirement defined by an estimated electron transfer rate on
the order of 106 s�1 (11). Intriguingly, this upper limit, pre-
dicted from a close spatial arrangement of hemes in the struc-
ture of cytochrome bc1 co-crystallized with cytochrome c (11),
has never been observed experimentally. It thus remains to be
seen why the fastest rates recorded thus far, on the order of 104

FIGURE 8. Microscopic processes affecting the enzymatic turnover rate.
When collisions between redox proteins are modulated by long-range elec-
trostatic attractive forces, the ionic strength influences processes of associa-
tion and dissociation and efficiency of electron transfer (ET) per single colli-
sion. Processes limiting the turnover rate for conditions of low and high ionic
strength are underlined.
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s�1, are 1–2 orders of magnitude slower (23, 27). On the other
hand, at ionic strength above 120mMNaCl, the average lifetime
of the tight complex appears to be significantly shorter than the
time needed for a single electron exchange between hemes c
and c1. This indicates that this exchangemust be the product of
several collisions of cytochrome cwith cytochrome bc1, consist-
ent with the scheme shown in Fig. 8. At this stage the question
of whether these collisions include just the oscillations within
the radius of the encounter complex or also include an
exchangewith free cytochrome c in solution cannot be decided.
Nevertheless, it is important to remember that electrons will
tunnel in any direction to any redox center providing there is a
net favorable driving forcewith a rate that has an approximately
exponential dependence on distance (12, 13). We thus should
expect that physiologically competent electron transfer takes
place frommore than just one conformation of the cytochrome
c-cytochrome bc1 complex.
A corollary of the diffusion-coupled mechanism is that cyto-

chrome c (and any other soluble electron carrier) acts as a redox
pool rather than a single molecule with a given redox state.
Thus, we expect individual association and dissociation events
to occur quite independently of the redox state of the interact-
ing partners. This is consistent with the observation that the
change in the redox state of heme c1 does not significantly affect
the lifetime of the complexes at physiological ionic strengths, as
seen in the EPRmeasurements (Fig. 6C). Our EPR results show
no indication of a conformational control over cytochrome c
binding through the movement of the FeS head domain (22)
nor of a long-range coordination of the binding through the Qi
catalytic site (11) for the conditions of physiological ionic
strength. In fact, the nanosecond lifetime of the complexes
would make such processes difficult. Instead, in our view, the
diffusional communication of the substrate redox pools with
membranous complexes provides sufficient and robust means
to regulate electron flow through cytochrome bc1 and, possibly,
other components of the electron transport chains.
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